This guide is designed to help you accurately cite sources obtained through CQ Researcher, Ethnic NewsWatch, and GenderWatch. Most of the articles in these databases are reproduced electronically from magazines, journals, and newspapers originally published in print, which means that both the print copy and the online version of a source must be included in your citation. The steps below will lead you to the screen where you will enter bibliographic information about your source. If you need more help, contact any of our Reference Librarians. We are always happy to help you!

Note: Be sure to use the MLA Advanced option when you create a new list.

MLA

Journal Article in CQ Researcher
- Choose the “Periodicals -- Journal” citation type
- Select “Journal”
- Select “Online” as the publication medium
- Select “retrieved from an online database (like JSTOR)”
- Select “an article”
- The name of the journal is “CQ Researcher”

Magazine Article in Ethnic NewsWatch or GenderWatch
- Choose the “Periodicals -- Magazine” citation type
- Select “Magazine”
- Select “Online” as the publication medium
- Select “retrieved from an online database (like JSTOR)”
- Select “an article”
- Enter “Ethnic NewsWatch” or “GenderWatch” as the Name of the Database

Newspaper Article in Ethnic NewsWatch or GenderWatch
- Choose the “Periodicals -- Newspaper or Newswire” citation type
- Select “Newspaper or Newswire”
- Select “Online” as the publication medium
- Select “retrieved from an online database (like JSTOR)”
- Select “an article”
- Enter “Ethnic NewsWatch” or “GenderWatch” as the Name of the Database

APA

Journal Article in CQ Researcher
- Choose the “Periodicals -- Journal” citation type
- Select “Journal”
- Select “Online” as the publication medium
- Select “A basic journal article” as the source
- Select “Web site with URL” to find the source again
• The name of the journal is “CQ Researcher,” when you get to the field “Unique URL” copy the URL information from the CQ Researcher article after you click on the “Citenow!” link

Newspaper Article in Ethnic NewsWatch or GenderWatch
• Choose the “Periodicals -- Newspaper or Newswire” citation type
• Select “Newspaper or Newswire”
• Select “Online” as the publication medium
• Select “An article” as the source
• Select “Aggregated database” for the content
• Enter the information about the newspaper article when you get to the field “Name of aggregated database” enter “Ethnic NewsWatch” or enter “GenderWatch”
• Do NOT enter the URL information. APA does not require URL information

Magazine Article in Ethnic NewsWatch or GenderWatch
• Choose the “Periodicals -- Magazine” citation type
• Select “Magazine”
• Select “Online” as the publication medium
• Select “A basic magazine article” as the source
• Select “Aggregated database” for the content
• Enter the information about the magazine when you get to the field “Name of aggregated database” enter “Ethnic NewsWatch” or enter “GenderWatch”
• Do NOT enter the URL information. APA does not require URL information